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Learning Chinese: HK ethnic minorities’ dilemma

By CHAN KEAT WAH

G

ohar Ali Yasir
Aziz took out
his school anniversary commemorative publication
from his bedroom, pointed
out his name in the book,
“I won an award in the
‘Slogan Design Competition’ in my school 20th
anniversary celebration,”
he shrugged his shoulders, South Asian in Chungking Mansion is greeting tourist with basic Cantonese. Most ethnic
accompanied with raised minorities in Hong Kong can speak Cantonese, however, there are facing major difficulty in
reading and writing Chinese. (photo by author)
eyebrows.
Gohar is an 11 years old
Hong Kong-born Pakistani, currently studying at
Islamic Dharwood Pau Memorial Primary School in Tsz Wan
Shan.
He is proud of his achievement
in the slogan design competition, but he seems to have absolutely no idea about it.
“The idea of the slogan wasn’t
mine. I just copy and paste
from the internet. I don’t even
know its meaning,” Gohar confessed.
Gohar studying in an English
medium primary school and the
school is offering the Chinese

language as a core subject,
where students have to attend one to two Chinese language classes every day.
However, Phyllis Cheung
Fung Mei, Executive Director of Hong Kong Unison, a
non-governmental organization which advocates policy
reforms for ethnic minority
residents in Hong Kong, said
learning of Chinese language
for ethnic minorities’ students isn’t encouraging.

According to Cheung, the design of Chinese language
learning program implies that
Hong Kong students all have
Cantonese as the “mothertongue”, according to a submission by Hong Kong
Unison to the education panel
regarding education issues of
an ethnic minority.
In fact, this may not be the
case for the ethnic minority
students. As effort has been
investing in a wrong strategy,
learning the Chinese language
Continued on page 2
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Hidden problem in Chinese learning curriculum
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has become a difficult task for
ethnic minorities’ students in
Hong Kong.
“I find reading and understanding a new vocabulary very difficult, even I recognize the
character, I might not be able
to explain its meaning,” he
said.
Gohar speaks Cantonese fluently but this doesn’t help him
in learning Chinese, especially
in writing and reading.
“In many cases that we dealt
with in the past few years,
we’ve never seen a graduate
from English medium primary
school, his or her Chinese language competence level, can
ever reach the same level of a
graduate from mainstream primary school, they are particularly weak in reading and writing,” said Cheung.
In order to help ethnic minority
students master the Chinese
language, the government implemented the “Chinese Language Curriculum Second Language
Learning
Framework” (Learning Framework)
in 2014 to enable students to
acquire proficiency in Chinese.
However, it is not a concrete
guideline for implementation.
“Government intended to give
freedom to school in deciding
the curriculum, but the problem is that most teachers are
not an expert in designing
course syllabus,” said Ho Shui

Chi, a social worker of Hong
Kong Christian Service Centre for Harmony and Enhancement of Ethnic Minority Residents.

Such a framework aimed at
helping teachers to design
educational material with
recommended
teaching
method.
Ho explained, “as there is no
standardized curriculum and
assessment being introduced
by the government, each
school will be teaching
based on their own curriculum.”
As a result , the standard of
teaching quality of each
school will be different.
“Without a standardized curriculum for schools, teachers, and students, it is hard to
fathom Chinese language
proficiency of an ethnic minorities’ student,” Ho sighed
deeply.
The government has been
promoting the use of Chinese as the main medium of
instruction for most local
primary and
secondary
school over the years.
In other words, an ethnic
minorities’ students would
have to struggle if they
couldn’t catch up with subjects that are taught in Chinese.
Gohar had just finished an

“Government
intended to give
freedom to school in
deciding the teaching
curriculum, but the
problem is that most
teachers are not an
expert in designing
course syllabus,” said
Ho Shui Chi

interview and assessment
for his secondary school
admissions in next year.
It wasn’t an easy task for
him because most of the
assessments were conducted
in Chinese. He said outright
he only got his English test
passed.
Though, Gohar has a clear
vision for his future. “I want
to study in mechanical engineering in future,” his eyes
sparkled with determination.
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Najma turned
off the upbeat
Bollywood music that playing
out loud from
the radio, then
she
quickly
grabs a floor
pillow and put
it on a turquoise
carpet,
“I’m
sorry about the
messy house,”
she gasped for
breath.
Najma has recently moved to
public housing
estates in Sha
Tin Wai from
Sham Shui Po.
After spending
five years of
waiting,
she
finally got her
application of
public housing
confirmed.
Getting a public
housing is a
huge relief for
Najma as she
currently lives
on
government’s welfare
assistance,
CSSA
(Comprehensiv

e Social Security Assistance).
Before
she
moved into
public housing, she was
struggled to
live on a
shoestring
budget
because she can
hardly make Najma is a Pakistani. She has been living in Hong Kong since 2009, together
a living with- with her two sons, whose aged 11 and 9 years old. (Photo credited to Najma)
out a job.
Now, she can
save up to
HK$4,000
per
month
just for the
rental fees as
she
only
needs to pay
about
HK$2,300
per month for
rental fees.
“I’m not so
educated and
I can’t speak
Cantonese,
I’m not fulfilling
the
requirements
for any kind
of jobs,” said
Najma.
According to
a
research
carried out by
Hong Kong

Unison, Chinese language
abilities
are
required
for
most of the job
in Hong Kong.

but Cantonese
remained as the
most common
language in the
city.

Out of the
1,500 jobs surveyed, 49 percent of the
jobs required
spoken Cantonese
and
more than half
of the jobs required written
Chinese abilities.

89.5 percent of
7 million population
speak
Cantonese and
only 3.5 percent of the population are English speakers,
as stated by a
statement
released by Hong
Kong government.

Even though
Chinese and
English were
declared as the
official
language of Hong
Kong in 1974

In other words,
being unable to
communicate in
Cantonese or
recognize written
Chinese,
not

only someone
has a limitation
in getting a job
but would also
face challenges
in dealing with
all sorts of communication difficulties in his
or her daily life.
Dewan Chirag
Rai, a Hong
Kong-born
Nepalese, who
currently working as an interpreter coordinator in Centre for
Harmony and
Enhancment of
Ethnic Minority
Residents, finds
it is difficult to
communicate
Continued on page 4
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with the local if an
ethnic
minority
can’t speak Cantonese at all.
For example, he
said it is impossible
to expect everyone
to speak English in
a local market.
Therefore, he believed it is crucial to
learn some phrases
for basic daily conversation, which he
described as the
“survival Cantonese”.
“I thought Hong
Kong is supposed to
be an international
city, but it is just a
statement,” Dewan
gave an awkward
smile.

Likewise, Najma
recalled her hard
times when she
had to deal with a
landlord who didn’t want to rent a
house to nonChinese people or
sometimes request
for higher rental
price.

“When we have a
communication
gap, we don’t
have the opportunity to talk
with each other,
how we can reduce the distance

between
us?”
Najma showed a
raised eyebrow.

“They just made
their mind that
non-Chinese are
not
good,”
Najma’s lips compressed into a
frown.
Part of the problems, she believed
is due to the language barrier between the ethnic
minorities and the
local Chinese.

Students join discovery tour to South Asian communities
which organized by WEDO Global. On the most left is
WEDO’s cultural ambassador, Najma. (Photo by author)

Embrace differences to bridge the gap
By CHAN KEAT WAH

“

Anyone
knows what
the meaning
of halal is?”
asked Fong Long
Him, project executive of WEDO
Global to a group of
primary school students of Ming Tak
Primary
School

from Tseung Kwon
O.
The question followed by a few
seconds of silence,
“Is it a kind of
cooking
method
where you don’t
put any seasoning
and steam the

food?” one of the
students broke the
silence.
But the student got
the answer wrong.

In Hong Kong,
there is a total of
451,183 ethnic minorities, represent-

ing about 6.4 percent of 7 million
people in the city,
according to 2011
Population Census
by Home Affairs
Department.
Though Hong Kong
has been a home for
Continued on page 5
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ethnic minorities for
decades, the interaction between local
Chinese and ethnic
minorities is not
frequent.
“In the public, you
wouldn’t go to an
ethnic minority and
greet them, you’ll
only look at them,”
said Mujahida Malik, the third generation of Hong Kongborn Pakistani.
Mujahida is a cultural ambassador of
WEDO
Global.
Based on her working experiences, she
realized that cultural exchange between Chinese and
ethnic
minorities
plays a vital role in
reducing the gap
between
these
groups.

“If they don’t know
anything about us,
they would not accept us, but once
they know, they get
really
exciting,”
Mujahida gave a
determined smile.
According to the
Thematic
Household Survey on racial acceptance published by Hong
Kong Census and
Statistics
Department in 2009, the

degree
of
acceptance of Chinese
towards
South Asian is relatively low compared to another
ethnic group, for
example, Chinese,
Caucasian, Japanese, and Korean.
For example, in
the category of
“having neighbors
of various ethnic
groups living in
the next door when
taking the role as a
neighbor”,
17.8
percent of 573,600
respondents whose
aged 15 and over
were “very unacceptable or quite
unacceptable” to
have South Asians
as their neighbour,
which ranked the
highest out of other ethnic group.

In order to reduce
the gap between
Chinese and ethnic
minorities, social
enterprise WEDO
Global offer opportunities for the
local to interact
with ethnic minorities.
For example, the
organisation provides multicultural
workshops
and
discovery tour to
South Asians com-

munity.
While promoting
racial integration,
WEDO Global also
provide
training
opportunities for
underprivileged
ethnic minorities.
The training aim to
encourage younger
generation of ethnic minorities to
learn about their
own culture, at the
same time, to boost
their confidence,
knowledge,
and
soft-skills, for example, how to interact with people
and express their
feelings.
According to Fong,
even though most
of
the
thirdgeneration ethnic
minorities integrate
well into local society and speak
fluent Cantonese,
but have limited
knowledge at their
own culture.
After the training,
participants
will
have the chance to
be recruited as a
cultural ambassador to conduct activities.
Fong hopes this
working experiences can act as a step-

ping stone for an
ethnic minority to
get their desired job
in the future.
While for Mujahida,
working as a cultural ambassador not
only provide her a
platform to share
about Pakistani culture with the local
but also like a “new
window to the
world” experience
for her.
“Everyone has their
own unique culture
that is important to
be preserved. We
should learn how to
respect each other
and embrace the
difference,” Fong
said without a second thought.

WHAT IS HALAL
Halal is used to describe
foods

allowed

under

Islamic dietary laws. In
Arabic, it means permitted
of lawful.

